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Executive Summary

This document details the tasks carried out in 2022 in relation to the project presented to the

Government of Catalonia by the Free Software Association Decidim within the framework of the

Agreement signed on February 17, 2021, together with the Barcelona City Council, titled

"Framework Collaboration Agreement between the Barcelona City Council, the Department of

Foreign Action, Institutional Relations and Transparency of the Government of Catalonia, and the

Free Software Association Decidim for support to the Decidim project and its community." It

serves as a record of the tasks performed within this project. To facilitate understanding, a

glossary with specific technical terminology is initially provided. The following section contains

the list of tasks completed, divided into Maintenance and New Developments categories. Within

the Maintenance category, to aid understanding, the tasks are organized into three

subcategories: development coordination, documentation, and translations. In the New

Developments category, there are subcategories for SPAM reduction and replacement of the

WYSIWYG editor Quill with the TipTap editor. Lastly, there are annexes that provide support for

the rest of the sections, with details of each action performed.
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Glossary

Since this project involves a high degree of technical complexity, a glossary of project-specific

terminology is provided to facilitate reading this report.

Concept Definition GDPR GitHub. Metadecidim Quality Assurance Ensuring the quality of a

product or service through systematic measurement, monitoring, and feedback loops. Quill Spam

Initially, unsolicited email sent to a large number of recipients for advertising or commercial

purposes. The same term is used for any unsolicited content that meets these characteristics and

is published on websites. TipTap A "headless" rich text editor, independent of frameworks and

extensible. WYSIWYG

Tasks Completed Maintenance Development Coordination

Concepte Definició

GDPR General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) (Regulation (EU) 2016/679) is a
European regulation aimed at strengthening and unifying data protection for
all European Union (EU) countries, also controlling data transfer outside the
Union. In the case of Spain, its adaptation was carried out within the
framework of Organic Law 3/2018, of December 6, on the protection of
personal data and guarantee of digital rights.

GitHub An online platform that aids in code development and provides version
control services.

Issues/User Stories
Task management system. In the case of Decidim, it is located within the
GitHub project.

Metadecidim
Decidim community platform where the project's governance takes place.

Pull Request
A proposal to contribute to the code repository.

Progressive Web App A progressive web application, a type of application distributed through the
web, using common web technologies.

Quality Assurance Ensuring the quality of a product or service through systematic measurement,
monitoring, and feedback loops.

Quill According to its documentation: Quill is a modern WYSIWYG editor designed
for compatibility and extensibility.

Spam Initially, unsolicited email sent to a large number of recipients for advertising
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or commercial purposes. The same term is used for any unsolicited content
that meets these characteristics and is published on websites.

TipTap A "headless" rich text editor, independent of frameworks and extensible.

WYSIWYG An acronym for "What You See Is What You Get." In the context of
programming, it refers to text editors that display the final result on the
screen.

Tasks Completed

Mantainance

Development Coordination

This category consists of:

a) Coordinating code developments carried out by different administrations or entities. We

provided guidance to ensure that all contracts made by organizations adopt Decidim software,

guaranteeing the delivery of outputs aligned with the platform's objectives and technical and

legal requirements, to facilitate their subsequent integration into the official repository.

b) Coordinating and organizing the path and subsequent implementation of improvement

proposals, new developments, and new functionalities received on the community platform,

meta.decidim.org, at the functional level.

c) Defining user stories for new development tasks by the signatories of the agreement, provided

that these functionalities have been approved by the Decidim Product team.

Within this group of tasks, the following projects can be highlighted:

1. Monitoring and subsequent completion of part of the development of functionalities

related to improving GDPR compliance and privacy of personal data for platform users.

This project was contracted by the Barcelona City Council within the framework of the

tender titled "Maintenance and Evolution Services for Decidim-based Software

Applications (AM)" of the Area Management of Culture, Education, Science, and

Community of the Barcelona City Council, with sustainable public procurement

measures”1. In the case of this development, it involves the functionalities described in the

1 Project available at https://github.com/decidim/decidim/projects/24
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"Identified Enhancements" (Annex 3), specific to the generic Decidim software. Apart from

refining user stories, tasks were carried out for Quality Assurance of the developments, as

well as code review. Finally, follow-up meetings were held with the provider (Fundación

Goteo).

2. Monitoring and subsequent completion of part of the development of functionalities

related to the Progressive Web App (PWA) for the Barcelona City Council, within the

framework of the tender titled "Contracting of services for the development of

evolutionary enhancements of functionality and participatory experience of the

decidim.barcelona platform, with sustainable public procurement measures”2 In the case

of this development, it corresponds to Lot 2 of this contract, titled "Decidim Progressive

Web App." In addition to refining user stories, tasks were carried out for Quality Assurance

of the developments, as well as code review. Finally, follow-up meetings were held with

the provider (Populate Tools S.L.).

3. Monitoring the development of the platform redesign, contracted by the Barcelona City

Council within the framework of the tender titled "Contracting of services for the

development of evolutionary enhancements of functionality and participatory experience

of the decidim.barcelona platform, with sustainable public procurement measures.”3 In the

case of this development, it corresponds to Lot 3 of this contract, titled "Decidim

Participant Experience." Mainly, follow-up meetings were held with the provider (Populate

Tools S.L.) and feedback was provided to the Product team regarding the technical

implications for decision-making.

Regarding the received improvement proposals on the community platform, periodic participation

has been made in the process of receiving new functionalities in Metadecidim4. Within this

process, it is worth mentioning the response to improvement proposals with the support of the

Decidim Product team. A total of 27 proposals have been addressed, of which 18 have been fully

implemented (i.e., with code introduced into the main repository), 7 are awaiting the

corresponding improvements by community developers, and 1 has been rejected. A detailed list

of these proposals can be found in Annex I: New Functionality Proposals by Status.

4 Available at https://meta.decidim.org/processes/roadmap

3 Project available at https://github.com/decidim/decidim/projects/23
See also procurement file 21000060, available at
https://contractaciopublica.gencat.cat/ecofin_pscp/AppJava/notice.pscp?reqCode=viewCn&idDoc=828099
18&lawType

2 Project available at https://github.com/decidim/decidim/projects/21
See also procurement file 21000060, available at
https://contractaciopublica.gencat.cat/ecofin_pscp/AppJava/notice.pscp?reqCode=viewCn&idDoc=828099
18&lawType

See also procurement file 21000154, available at
https://contractaciopublica.gencat.cat/ecofin_pscp/AppJava/awardnotice.pscp?reqCode=viewPcan&idDoc=
96295556&lawType=3
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Furthermore, regarding the tracking of developments and contributions to the project, it is worth

mentioning the code improvements made to the repository where all the software development

is located by the Association. In technical terms, this is referred to as a Pull Request, and a total of

91 contributions have been made, of which 89 were accepted, resulting in an acceptance rate of

97.80%. A list of all these contributions can be found in Annex II: Pull Requests submitted to the

main repository.

On the other hand, another activity carried out periodically is the creation of new issues, which

can be for new functionalities or bug fixes. A total of 11 reports of this type have been created,

available in Annex III: Issues created in the main repository.

Another periodic task is the triaging of new issues (bugs), which involves receiving, conducting

an initial review, and verifying whether the error can be reproduced in the latest development

version, as well as categorizing its severity. A total of 46 issues have been reviewed, providing

feedback on each of them, and they are available in Annex IV: Issues commented on in the main

repository.

An important part of the development is the reception of contributions by reviewing Pull

Requests, verifying the proposed functionality or correction. In this regard, it is worth highlighting

the comments made on a total of 264 Pull Requests, providing feedback to the contributors.

These can be found in Annex V: Pull Requests commented on in the main repository.

Documentació

This category consists of improving and maintaining the project's documentation site5, as well as

coordinating and supervising contributions to the documentation.

This year, it should be noted that only minor and specific improvements have been made to the

main documentation repository, as well as configuring the ability to display multiple versions of

Decidim within the official documentation website of the project, in preparation for the radical

change of this site with v0.28, which will feature the platform redesign.

5 Available at https://docs.decidim.org
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More efforts have been dedicated to the decidim-bulletin-board repository, an application related

to the e-voting module of Decidim (decidim-elections, which provides the Elections component

and the Votings space). Within these functionalities, manuals created by the original developers

of this application and module have been published6

6 Available at https://docs.decidim.org/bulletin-board/
See PRs https://github.com/decidim/decidim-bulletin-board/pull/216 i
https://github.com/decidim/decidim-bulletin-board/pull/217
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Traduccions

In recent months, a total of 29 translation contribution requests have been received for the

project, and all of them have been approved. The requests per language are shown below. It

should be mentioned that a single translator may have multiple languages, and it is possible to

request to contribute and ultimately not make any contribution.

Language Amount

French 5

Baque, German, 3

Italian, Valencian, Norwegian, Arabic, Spanish,
Mexican (Spanish), Lithuanian. 2

Catalan, Swedish, Polish, Portuguese, Brazilian
Portuguese, Spanish (Paraguay), Greek. 1

New Developments

Reduction of SPAM

In recent years, we have observed an increase in users and "spam" content on Decidim-based

platforms.

The term "spam" refers to unwanted or irrelevant content in technical and colloquial English. That

is why the Association has been working to address this issue through various mechanisms and

improvements, as there is no single solution that can solve all the problems. However, each of

these features can help improve the overall moderation experience and reduce the time that

spam content remains on the platforms. You can find these user stories in the following table:

Issue ID Títol

10033 Templates justification when blocking a participant

10034 Integrate "reported participants" in Global moderations

10035 Pending moderations in admin dashboard

10036 Add direct action to hide this content

10037 Add direct action to block this participant

10038 Use content classification systems for better SPAM detection
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In terms of documentation, a selection of screenshots of these features can be found in Annex VI:

Screenshots of the SPAM Reduction development.

At the time of writing this report, the development of these features is in a functional and

technical review state, meaning it is available in a testing environment and is expected to be

incorporated into the 0.28 release.

Replacement of the WYSIWYG Editor Quill with the TipTap Editor

Decidim has relied on the WYSIWYG Editor Quill since its early versions released in 2016. While

the editor has worked relatively well, it has become a maintenance burden and a problem for

future developments because official maintenance of this editor ended around 2019 when the

last version of the editor was published. The editor still receives fixes in its GitHub repository, but

it appears that the original developer is no longer actively working on the project, which is likely

why there have been no official releases since that year. Along with the lack of official

maintenance, the editor has also introduced several technical issues to Decidim while attempting

to improve the editing experience or create additional features related to text editing.

Development efforts to enhance the editor experience have led to maintaining a partially forked

version of the original editor within the Decidim codebase.

Therefore, in 2021, a study was conducted on migrating to another editor. The community

reached a consensus to use another editor called TipTap, and the Association has coordinated

this development with the following user story:

Issue ID Títol

10082 Migrate from QuillJS to Tiptap Editor

In terms of documentation, a selection of screenshots of these features can be found in Annex

VII: Replacement of WYSIWYG Editor with TipTap Editor.

At the time of writing this report, the development of these features is in a functional and

technical review state, meaning it is available in a testing environment and is expected to be

incorporated into the 0.28 release.
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Voting Module using the Vocdoni Protocol

Vocdoni, a digital voting project, proposed a collaboration to integrate Decidim with their

protocol. This collaboration has allowed us to create an electronic voting module that integrates

with Vocdoni's API and SDK. Vocdoni is one of the first universally verifiable open-source

protocols for digital voting, thanks to its use of blockchain technology.

The following are the main tasks carried out during the first phase of the project:

The module has been divided into two components:

1. An interface has been developed for managing elections and voter registries, as well as

configuring questions and answers and previewing them. This interface is aimed at

organization administrators, providing them with complete control over the voting process

and ensuring efficient management of the voter registry and questions.

2. An interface has been created to allow participants to vote, view results, and verify their

vote. This interface has been designed to be user-friendly and accessible to all voters,

ensuring transparency and integrity in the voting process.

To ensure the security and integrity of the data stored on the blockchain, a backup system has

been integrated, allowing for the creation of backups and restoration of stored accounts. This has

provided an additional layer of protection and ensured data availability in case of system loss or

failure.

Regarding the module's functionalities for organizations, the following features have been

successfully implemented:

I. Organizations can create native accounts on the blockchain to interact according to

Vocdoni's API specifications.

II. Organizations can view the number of available credits for creating votes, facilitating the

management of the voting budget.

III. The creation of simple response votes has been implemented, following the logic of the

Vocdoni Protocol, allowing organizations to define questions and answer options in a

simple and intuitive manner.

IV. Organizations can choose to display either public or encrypted results until the end of the

voting process, based on the preferences and needs of each election.

V. Organizations can dynamically manage votes according to defined electoral cycle state

specifications, ensuring full control over the voting process.
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The module is published on the GitHub code-sharing platform7.

During 2023, the tasks corresponding to the second phase of the project will be executed.

7 Disponible a https://github.com/decidim-vocdoni/decidim-module-vocdoni
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Annexes

Annex I: Proposals for new functionalities by status

Table with the relationship between the proposals submitted by the community that have

received a response and the status provided by the Decidim Product Team within the "Propose

new functionalities" process in Metadecidim8.

ID proposal Tittle State

17111 Change "change password" process to make user retype current password evaluating

17032 En una encuesta puede haber una primera pregunta que la cierre entera accepted

17110 Allow users to translate their new initiatives in local languages rejected

17029 Add nickname autofilling to the sign up form evaluating

17026 Add show password option on sign in, sign up and forgot password forms evaluating

16981 "Continue" or "Submit" takes the user to the top of the page evaluating

16948 Ability to navigate between proposals evaluating

16935 Allow configuring an "after vote popup" for the budgets component evaluating

16934 Show a guidance modal in PB voting after selecting the first project evaluating

16966 Hide picture, bio and personal url for blocked users, even for logged in users accepted

16922 GDPR Compliance - Automate deletion of inactive users' accounts accepted

17028 Improve the email confirmation user flow accepted

17027 Add instant input validation on authentication forms accepted

16942 Allow assembly admins administer children assemblies accepted

16954 Group actions for budgeting projects admin accepted

16974 Review Admin Log notifications accepted

16968 Add initiative creation in the authorization parameters accepted

16983 Let admins choose the default order of appearance of the initiatives accepted

16965 Improvements on decidim-accountability module accepted

16969 Rename Data Portability to Download your data accepted

16970 Cookie policy: accept and reject accepted

16976 Allow the owner of a User Group to remove themselves from the group accepted

16938 Add notification setting for reported users accepted

16950 Automate phase change in processes accepted

16975 Strong password policy for Admin users accepted

16973 Filters on Admin Log for improving auditing accepted

8 Disponible a https://meta.decidim.org/processes/roadmap
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Annex II: Pull Requests submitted in the main repository.

Table with the list of Pull Requests submitted to the main repository by the Association employee,

Andrés Pereira de Lucena, through his GitHub profile (andreslucena).

PR ID Tittle State

9931 Improve RSpec configuration MERGED

9919 Bump version for Antora on v0.26 MERGED

9918 Bump version for Antora on v0.27 MERGED

9917 Make documentation site work with multiple versions MERGED

9916 Bump versions on install docs MERGED

9910 Exclude malformed file from codeclimate configuration MERGED

9907 Show only ToS acceptance when admin hasn't accepted it MERGED

9905 Make initiatives order translatable MERGED

9904 Add missing active actions on admin navigation menu MERGED

9896 Fix user sign up with invalid name MERGED

9895 Remove duplication of LastActivity queries MERGED

9893 Rename IgnoredMethods to AllowedMethods in Rubocop configuration MERGED

9892 Add missing i18n key in Initiatives MERGED

9891 Reformat CSV help for import files on Accountability and Proposals MERGED

9886 Make Metadecidim naming consistent MERGED

9871 Fix superposition in admin's error forms MERGED

9863 Fix importing a page component without a body MERGED

9833 Remove unnecessary line in push notifications spec MERGED

9798 Add missing character on ActiveStorage documentations' code block MERGED

9585 Fix budgets seeds on non development apps MERGED

9579 Fix resource endorsed notification with Debates MERGED

9576 Return 404 when there isn't a valid component in program MERGED

9573 Backport 'Fix email subject when participatory space title is present' to v0.26 MERGED

9566 Add relevant URLs metadata to gem specs MERGED

9557 Prevent showing announcement on meetings registrations MERGED

9555 Add step-by-step instructions of the Crowdin releases process MERGED

9551 Disallow creating grandchildren results MERGED

9550 Fix absolute urls on 'managed user error' event MERGED

9549 Add help text for proposals' 'publish answers immediately' setting MERGED

9545 Replace social-share-button gem with social share services API MERGED

9543 Fix for initiative mailer when promoting committee is disabled MERGED

9542 Use public link on initiatives mailer MERGED

9541 Backport 'Add short format to result date' to v0.27 MERGED
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9540 Backport 'Add short format to result date' to v0.26 MERGED

9539 Backport 'Fix email subject when participatory space title is present' to v0.26 CLOSED

9538 Backport 'Fix email subject when participatory space title is present' to v0.27 MERGED

9537 Backport 'Fix cache hash on Highlighted spaces' to v0.27 MERGED

9536 Backport 'Fix cache hash on Highlighted spaces' to v0.26 MERGED

9535 Backport 'Advertise users if BB connection is lost in trustees/admin zones' to v0.26 MERGED

9534 Backport 'Advertise users if BB connection is lost in trustees/admin zones' to v0.27 MERGED

9533 Backport 'Add the rexml gem as a requirement for Ruby 3.0.0+ compatibility' to v0.27 MERGED

9532 Backport 'Fix nested attributes model mapping' to v0.27 MERGED

9531 Backport 'Fix background-image URLs with weird characters' to v0.26 MERGED

9530 Backport 'Fix long word breaking on comments and cards' to v0.27 MERGED

9529 Backport 'Fix long word breaking on comments and cards' to v0.26 MERGED

9528 Backport 'Fix hardcoded hour in election dashboard' to v0.26 MERGED

9527 Backport 'Prevent users to validate nicknames/emails taken by user groups' to v0.26 MERGED

9526 Backport 'Fix email subject when resource title has special characters' to v0.26 MERGED

9525 Backport 'Make sure component is published when starting an election' to v0.26 MERGED

9524 Backport 'Fix rollback questionnaire answer when file is invalid' to v0.26 MERGED

9523 Backport 'Return 404 when there isn't an initiative' to v0.26 MERGED

9522 Backport 'Remove description from questions in elections' to v0.26 MERGED

9521 Backport 'Capture unhandled errors from JS promises and inform the user' to v0.26 MERGED

9520 Backport 'Fix / Expose createMapController properly to let overriding' to v0.26 MERGED

9514 Remove margin-bottom on votings navigation MERGED

9513 Update PR template with redesign guideline and drop "Checklist" section MERGED

9510 Fix creation notification when editing a comment MERGED

9509 Fix published conferences order MERGED

9505 Fix order when filtering Meetings MERGED

9501 Add boilerplate structure to CHANGELOG MERGED

9497 Refactor CHANGELOG for v0.27 MERGED

9484 Backport 'Fix cache when changing background image on homepage's Hero's cell' to v0.26 CLOSED

9483 Backport 'Fix cache when changing background image on homepage's Hero's cell' to v0.27 MERGED

9482 Fix default seeds on first login (password_updated_at and accepted_tos_version) MERGED

9481 Disable parallel specs for elections' system admin CI MERGED

9476 Backport 'Fix rubocop offences' to v0.27 MERGED

9475 Backport 'Fix the HERE geocoding specs' to v0.27 MERGED

9474 Fix cache hash on Highlighted spaces MERGED

9471 Fix cache when changing background image on homepage's Hero's cell MERGED

9468 Fix background-image URLs with weird characters MERGED

9465 Fix hardcoded hour in election dashboard MERGED
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9446 Add Markdown linter CI workflow MERGED

9445 Update gem dependencies MERGED

9444 Improve testing docs MERGED

9441 Add Javascript workflow for Github Actions MERGED

9439 Fix deprecations in README MERGED

9433 Improve i18n-tasks error messages MERGED

9429 Add official blog posts MERGED

9427 Return 404 when there isn't an initiative MERGED

9418 Update gems dependencies MERGED

9417 Update NPM dependencies MERGED

9395 Bump letter_opener_web from 1.3 to 2.0 MERGED

9381 Fix proposals creation with Participatory Texts MERGED

9380 Bump simplecov to 0.21.2 and simplecov-cobertura to 2.1.0 MERGED

9376 Return 404 when there isn't a voting in elections_log MERGED

9375 Return 404 when there isn't a question MERGED

9374 Return 404 when there isn't a consultation MERGED

9373 Add donation instructions MERGED

9372 Change docs to use decidim_system:create_admin command MERGED

9370 Fix errors when building documentation MERGED

9359 Add missing translation keys proposals import and proposals picker MERGED
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Annex III: Issues created in the main repository

Table showing the relationship of the issues created in the main repository by the Association

collaborator9, Andrés Pereira de Lucena, through his GitHub profile (andreslucena).

Issue ID Tittle State Tags

9914
Exception in PushNotificationPresenter (undefined
method `reported_content_url') CLOSED type: bug, module: core, contract: PWA

9859 Ask for old password when changing password OPEN
type: bug, team: security, good first issue,
hacktoberfest

9851 Translations missing on admin log CLOSED
type: bug, module: admin, good first issue,
hacktoberfest, module: conferences

9571 Broken pagination CSS OPEN
type: bug, module: core, module: admin, release:
v0.28, contract: redesign

9569
Cookie consent doesn't save between browsers'
sessions CLOSED type: bug, release: v0.27, contract: GDPR

9561 Fix mobile notifications view design CLOSED type: bug, contract: PWA, release: v0.27

9560 Push notifications don't escape characters correctly CLOSED type: bug, contract: PWA, release: v0.27

9559 No favicon/app icon in the Push Notification CLOSED type: bug, contract: PWA, release: v0.27

9558 Notifications link doesn't work on Push Notifications CLOSED type: bug, contract: PWA, release: v0.27

9485 Flaky spec on comments_examples.rb CLOSED module: comments, flaky spec

9398
Relative links are handled as external links in
WYSIWYG OPEN type: bug, module: core, module: admin

9 Disponible a https://github.com/decidim/decidim/issues
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Annex IV: Commented Issues in the main repository

Table showing the relationship of the commented issues within the main repository10 by the

Association employee, Andrés Pereira de Lucena, through his GitHub profile (andreslucena).

Issue ID Tittle State Tags

9923 Not translated attributes when editing my initiative OPEN type: bug, module: initiatives

9922
Initiative edit form fields are different from creation
form OPEN type: bug, module: initiatives

9914
Exception in PushNotificationPresenter (undefined
method `reported_content_url') CLOSED type: bug, module: core, contract: PWA

9912 Fixed update markers on the map OPEN
type: bug, status:❌ blocked, module:
proposals, type: fix

9897
Invite Existing user to Participatory space private
participant or to Assembly OPEN type: bug, module: core, module: admin

9882
The i18n locales selector is showing a dropdown with 3
languages CLOSED type: bug, module: system, hacktoberfest

9879
The last activity queries of 'home' and '/last_activities'
are not unified CLOSED module: core, type: internal

9876
No error message when registering with e-mail address
as name CLOSED type: bug, module: core

9875 Projects counter is not updated when filtering projects OPEN
type: bug, status:❌ blocked, module:
budgets

9869 Unclear error behaviour if survey error in previous pages CLOSED

9862

Initial migration fails on NameError: uninitialized
constant
AddOrganizationCustomReference::ApplicationRecord CLOSED

9861
Manual Installation is failing due to missing doorkeeper
configuration CLOSED type: bug, dependencies, module: generators

9860 Group Invite User - Error in Link to accept invitation OPEN

9859 Ask for old password when changing password OPEN
type: bug, team: security, good first issue,
hacktoberfest

9857 . CLOSED

9854 Private participants in public spaces OPEN

type: bug, good first issue, hacktoberfest,
module: assemblies, module: participatory
processes

9850
The text of a meeting in a conference program is not
displayed correctly OPEN

type: bug, status:❌ blocked, module:
conferences

9848 Error duplicating hybrid meetings CLOSED
type: bug, module: meetings, good first issue,
hacktoberfest

10 Disponible a https://github.com/decidim/decidim/issues
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9847 Obtrusive add to home screen behavior OPEN

9838 Unable to connect to the decidim demo CLOSED

9827
"Scopes" field label in debates component not set as
translatable CLOSED

type: bug, good first issue, hacktoberfest,
module: debates

9826 Organization Census Authorization Redirection Issue OPEN type: bug, module: verifications

9800 Rename Projects to Results in Accountability module OPEN
type: bug, status:❌ blocked, module:
accountability

9786
Partipatory_process Step and Assemblie Step -
start_date end_date Error Message in Double OPEN

9781 Missing minutes from meetings OPEN module: meetings

9771
Budgets - Project - Attachment - Error Message not
displayed OPEN

9770 Meeting - Start time End time Error Message in Double OPEN type: bug, module: meetings, module: admin

9760 Redesign: Pending Verifications OPEN contract: redesign

9588
An impersonated user's session is not logged out
properly with the regular logout link OPEN

type: bug, module: admin, module:
verifications

9572
Improve the usability when you are added to the
trustees area in a new election OPEN type: bug, contract: e-voting, module: elections

9571 Broken pagination CSS OPEN
type: bug, module: core, module: admin,
release: v0.28, contract: redesign

9569
Cookie consent doesn't save between browsers'
sessions CLOSED type: bug, release: v0.27, contract: GDPR

9567 "Update account" button doesn't work CLOSED type: bug, release: v0.27, contract: GDPR

9564 Digest notifications not working CLOSED type: bug, contract: PWA, release: v0.27

9518 Initiative creation mail has a link to initiative admin form CLOSED type: bug, module: initiatives

9517
Initiative creation email asks for committee members
when initiative doesn't require them CLOSED type: bug, module: initiatives

9508 Enhance components generator OPEN
target: developer-experience, module:
generators

9498 Unused Devise routes are still active CLOSED type: bug

9478 Missing results date format CLOSED type: bug, module: accountability

9464
Missing steps in elections space when I make an
election? CLOSED type: bug, contract: e-voting, module: elections

9423
Initializer generates uninitialized constant error when
not all decidim modules are enabled CLOSED

type: bug, target: developer-experience,
release: v0.27

9420 Add Mastodon on Decidim _social_media_links.html.erb CLOSED

9396
Survey answers with answers in double and answer
percentage above 100% CLOSED

9394 Underscores disappear on URLs in comments CLOSED type: bug, module: comments

9393
Add hyperlink to title in admin dashboard meetings
listing CLOSED type: bug, module: admin

9389 Uploading and Displaying Favicon CLOSED
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Annex V: Commented Pull Requests in the main repository

Table showing the relationship of the commented pull requests within the main repository by the

Association emplyee, Andrés Pereira de Lucena, through his GitHub profile (andreslucena).

Issue ID Títol Estat

10012 Update manual.adoc OPEN

10008 Backport 'Bump versions on install docs' to v0.27 MERGED

10006 Fix initiative creation missing form fields OPEN

9985 Backport 'Fix superposition in admin's error forms' to v0.26 CLOSED

9984 Backport 'Fix superposition in admin's error forms' to v0.27 CLOSED

9979 Backport 'Fix duplicate user activity records when public spaces have private users' to v0.26 MERGED

9975 Backport 'Add malformed file errors when CSV reading fails' to v0.26 CLOSED

9953 Backport 'Fix date/time formats at component forms' to v0.26 MERGED

9947 Backport 'Fix user related absolute URLs' to v0.26 MERGED

9941 Backport 'Fix moderations for comments that are mapped to deleted resources' to v0.26 MERGED

9940 Backport 'Fix moderations for comments that are mapped to deleted resources' to v0.27 MERGED

9933 Backport 'Fix conference speaker avatars' to v0.26 CLOSED

9929 Fix issues with a11y specs MERGED

9917 Make documentation site work with multiple versions MERGED

9916 Bump versions on install docs MERGED

9913 Export proposal body without HTML tags MERGED

9910 Exclude malformed file from codeclimate configuration MERGED
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9909 Make ToS agreement translatable MERGED

9907 Show only ToS acceptance when admin hasn't accepted it MERGED

9906 Remove invitations badge MERGED

9901 Backport: Error duplicating hybrid meetings (0.27) CLOSED

9900 Backport: Error duplicating hybrid meetings (0.26) CLOSED

9899 Fix missing fields on duplicate meetings functionality MERGED

9891 Reformat CSV help for import files on Accountability and Proposals MERGED

9889 Fix translations missing on admin log MERGED

9888 Add proposal answer templates CLOSED

9887 Fix correct resource linking for amendments MERGED

9885 Fix commenting field disabled when polling new comments MERGED

9884 Implement drawers with turbo in accountability CLOSED

9883 Limit invitation redirects only to paths within the application MERGED

9878 Remove CSS validation issues ignoring from the HTML validation MERGED

9877 Fix incorrect expectations after change of allowed file extensions MERGED

9871 Fix superposition in admin's error forms MERGED

9868 Run ERBlinter on modified files MERGED

9867 Fix disappearing sub-lists in rich text editors MERGED

9865 Backport 'Improve release process' to v0.27 MERGED

9864 Backport 'Improve release process' to v0.26 MERGED

9863 Fix importing a page component without a body MERGED

9852 Redesign: action buttons MERGED

9849 Fix generator issues with newer rubygems and bundler CLOSED
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9844 Fix last activity page showing recently updated records MERGED

9843 Update the CHANGELOG template and fix detailed changes heading levels MERGED

9837 Fix source format in the data consent docs for the example MERGED

9836 Changelog updates from 0.27.0.rc2 MERGED

9830 Redesign: meetings MERGED

9829 Backport 'Update `rokroskar/workflow-run-cleanup-action` GitHub action to v0.3.3' to v0.26 MERGED

9828 Add a link to the data consent section at the customize index MERGED

9825 Backport 'Fix initiatives components' to v0.26 MERGED

9824 Backport 'Fix initiatives components' to v0.27 MERGED

9823 Backport 'Fix conference speaker avatars' to v0.27 MERGED

9822 Backport 'Update `rokroskar/workflow-run-cleanup-action` GitHub action to v0.3.3' to v0.27 MERGED

9820 Backport 'Fix parallel tests port in use' to v0.27 MERGED

9819 Backport 'Split parallel test coverage reports into their own folders' to v0.26 MERGED

9818 Backport 'Split parallel test coverage reports into their own folders' to v0.27 MERGED

9817 Backport 'Fix title and description too long in initiatives spec sometimes' to v0.27 MERGED

9816 Backport 'Fix character counter for the WYSIWYG editor' to v0.27 MERGED

9815 Backport 'Fix posting comments before the initial load has run' to v0.27 MERGED

9814 Backport 'Fix hidden error messages on the registration form' to v0.27 MERGED

9813 Backport 'Fix hidden error messages on the registration form' to v0.26 MERGED

9812 Backport 'Fix hashtags not recognized at the beginning of the string' to v0.27 MERGED

9811 Backport 'Fix hashtags not recognized at the beginning of the string' to v0.26 MERGED

9810 Backport 'Fix version pages showing a HTTP 500 error when the version does not exist' to v0.27 MERGED

9809 Backport 'Fix version pages showing a HTTP 500 error when the version does not exist' to v0.26 MERGED
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9808 Backport 'Fix multitenant organizations stats cache' to v0.27 MERGED

9807 Backport 'Fix multitenant organizations stats cache' to v0.26 MERGED

9806 Backport 'Prevent the account edit route through Devise' to v0.27 MERGED

9805 Backport 'Fix iframe disabling producing invalid HTML' to v0.27 MERGED

9804 Backport 'Fix import of images on spaces' to v0.27 MERGED

9803 Backport 'Fix import of images on spaces' to v0.26 MERGED

9802 Backport 'Fix order of last activities' to v0.27 MERGED

9799 Backport 'Fix API GraphiQL system spec with newer ChromeDriver' to v0.27 MERGED

9788 Backport 'Fix doorkeeper initialization after 5.6.0 release' to v0.26 MERGED

9787 Backport 'Fix doorkeeper initialization after 5.6.0 release' to v0.27 MERGED

9785 Fix doorkeeper initialization after 5.6.0 release MERGED

9778 Add the CHANGELOG section about CORS policy for ActiveStorage providers MERGED

9777 Add documentation about configuring ActiveStorage / dynamic file uploads MERGED

9772 Redesign: accountability MERGED

9766 Update bulletin board to 0.24 for Ruby 3.1 compatibility MERGED

9764 Fix invalid rendering of meeting and proposal body texts MERGED

9758 Remove `axe-core-rspec` dependency to get fully rid of `virtus` dependency MERGED

9756 Fix order of last activities MERGED

9751 Backport 'Fix order when filtering Meetings' to v0.26 MERGED

9750 Update `rokroskar/workflow-run-cleanup-action` GitHub action to v0.3.3 MERGED

9749 Backport 'Fix form error overlap with character counter in the admin panel' to v0.26 MERGED

9748 Backport 'Fix form error overlap with character counter in the admin panel' to v0.27 MERGED

9747 Backport 'Change the custom public port ENV variable name to HTTP_PORT' to v0.27 MERGED
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9746 Backport 'Fix redundant notification on comments with linked proposals' to v0.26 MERGED

9745 Backport 'Fix redundant notification on comments with linked proposals' to v0.27 MERGED

9744 Backport 'Fix PWA install prompt keeps appearing more than once' to v0.27 MERGED

9743 Backport 'Fix uninitialized constant errors with custom set of modules' to v0.27 MERGED

9742 Backport 'Fix data consent expiry' to v0.27 MERGED

9741 Backport 'Fix blocked user nickname and avatar in user presenter' to v0.26 MERGED

9740 Backport 'Fix blocked user nickname and avatar in user presenter' to v0.27 MERGED

9739 Backport 'Fix issues with daily and weekly notifications' to v0.27 MERGED

9738 Backport 'Fix admin autocomplete when a locale is defined in the URL' to v0.27 MERGED

9737 Backport 'Fix order when filtering Meetings' to v0.27 MERGED

9735 Backport 'Fix account update without password change' to v0.27 MERGED

9734 Backport 'Fix the endorsement permissions' to v0.26 MERGED

9733 Backport 'Fix the endorsement permissions' to v0.27 MERGED

9732 Backport 'Fix mobile notifications switch component overlaps' to v0.26 MERGED

9731 Backport 'Fix mobile notifications switch component overlaps' to v0.27 MERGED

9730 Backport 'Fix absolute urls on 'managed user error' event' to v0.26 MERGED

9729 Backport 'Fix absolute urls on 'managed user error' event' to v0.27 MERGED

9728 Backport 'Fix agenda_item association with agenda' to v0.26 MERGED

9727 Backport 'Fix agenda_item association with agenda' to v0.27 MERGED

9726 Backport 'Strip tags keeping entity characters' to v0.27 MERGED

9725 Backport 'Improve census importing process in elections/votings space' to v0.27 MERGED

9724 Backport 'Set push notifications in user locale' to v0.27 MERGED

9723 Backport 'Fix resource endorsed notification with Debates' to v0.26 MERGED
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9722 Backport 'Fix resource endorsed notification with Debates' to v0.27 MERGED

9721 Backport 'Fix creating automatic nicknames when taken by user_groups' to v0.26 MERGED

9720 Backport 'Fix creating automatic nicknames when taken by user_groups' to v0.27 MERGED

9719 Backport 'Fix budgets seeds on non development apps' to v0.26 MERGED

9718 Backport 'Fix budgets seeds on non development apps' to v0.27 MERGED

9717 Backport 'Return 404 when there isn't a valid component in program' to v0.26 MERGED

9716 Backport 'Return 404 when there isn't a valid component in program' to v0.27 MERGED

9715 Backport 'Add missing queue close_meeting_reminder to sidekiq configuration' to v0.27 MERGED

9714 Backport 'Make the HERE Map display in the currently selected language' to v0.26 MERGED

9713 Backport 'Make the HERE Map display in the currently selected language' to v0.27 MERGED

9712 Backport 'Add help text for proposals' 'publish answers immediately' setting ' to v0.26 MERGED

9711 Backport 'Add help text for proposals' 'publish answers immediately' setting ' to v0.27 MERGED

9710 Backport 'Fix admin language selector with more than 4 locales' to v0.26 MERGED

9709 Backport 'Fix admin language selector with more than 4 locales' to v0.27 MERGED

9708 Backport 'Fix publish event on official proposals' to v0.26 MERGED

9707 Backport 'Fix publish event on official proposals' to v0.27 MERGED

9706 Backport 'Prevent missing ActionLog entries to break the application' to v0.26 MERGED

9705 Backport 'Prevent missing ActionLog entries to break the application' to v0.27 MERGED

9704 Backport 'Fix translated attributes field type change' to v0.26 MERGED

9703 Backport 'Fix translated attributes field type change' to v0.27 MERGED

9702 Backport 'Improve steps election check page with census' to v0.26 MERGED

9701 Backport 'Improve steps election check page with census' to v0.27 MERGED

9700 Backport 'Prevent showing announcement on meetings registrations' to v0.26 MERGED
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9699 Backport 'Prevent showing announcement on meetings registrations' to v0.27 MERGED

9698 Backport 'Disallow creating grandchildren results' to v0.26 MERGED

9697 Backport 'Disallow creating grandchildren results' to v0.27 MERGED

9696 Backport 'Fix for initiative mailer when promoting committee is disabled' to v0.26 MERGED

9695 Backport 'Fix for initiative mailer when promoting committee is disabled' to v0.27 MERGED

9694 Backport 'Use public link on initiatives mailer' to v0.26 MERGED

9693 Backport 'Use public link on initiatives mailer' to v0.27 MERGED

9692 Backport 'Remove margin-bottom on votings navigation' to v0.26 MERGED

9691 Backport 'Remove margin-bottom on votings navigation' to v0.27 MERGED

9690 Backport 'Fix creation notification when editing a comment ' to v0.26 MERGED

9689 Backport 'Fix creation notification when editing a comment ' to v0.27 MERGED

9688 Backport 'Fix published conferences order' to v0.26 MERGED

9687 Backport 'Fix published conferences order' to v0.27 MERGED

9686 Split parallel test coverage reports into their own folders MERGED

9685 Fix iframe disabling producing invalid HTML MERGED

9682 Fix unpublished processes shown in the group process count MERGED

9680 Fix character counter for the WYSIWYG editor MERGED

9678 Address Crowdin feedback MERGED

9668 Add "no-reply" notification at the email footers MERGED

9667 Update `@joeattardi/emoji-button` to `@picmo/popup-picker` MERGED

9666 Add develop index to the documentation MERGED

9664 Fix conference invitations MERGED

9663 Fix cryptic file validation errors MERGED
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9662 Fix global moderation types not translated MERGED

9661 Fix parallel tests port in use MERGED

9660 Fix duplicate user activity records when public spaces have private users MERGED

9658 Redesign: conferences MERGED

9656 Fix collaborative drafts page when there are errors on the form MERGED

9654 Fix "disappearing" underscores with comments MERGED

9653 Fix form answer attachments breaking the answer view MERGED

9652 Fix machine translations at the API MERGED

9651 Define the component import routes, permissions and controller at votings MERGED

9648 Fix title and description too long in initiatives spec sometimes MERGED

9647 Fix initiative sign if the authorization metadata is set to `nil` MERGED

9646 Fix importing participatory process from legacy format MERGED

9645 Fix the finite value on the debate form when editing an existing debate MERGED

9644 Do not import resources multiple times MERGED

9643 Fix conference speaker avatars MERGED

9642 Fix API GraphiQL system spec with newer ChromeDriver MERGED

9641 Remove GIF and BMP from the default file formats MERGED

9640 Fix preserving bold text in the rich text editor when pasting content MERGED

9639 Fix proposal etiquette and length validator with base64 images MERGED

9638 Fix exporting and importing a page component MERGED

9636 Fix webpacker crashes on missing icons MERGED

9635 Fix newsletters unwanted CSS and 404 page on preview MERGED

9634 Fix updating organization settings in case there were errors MERGED
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9633 Fix initiatives components MERGED

9632 Fix date/time formats at component forms MERGED

9629 Fix editor content saving when the content has only one video MERGED

9628 Improve polling station management DRAFT

9627 Standardize CSV import formats and fix private users CSV import with invalid file MERGED

9625 Fix hidden error messages on the registration form MERGED

9624 Fix duplicate stats on home page and participatory space main page MERGED

9622 Add documentation section about customizing cells MERGED

9621 Fix moderations for comments that are mapped to deleted resources MERGED

9618 Fix filter URL not updated with the text search input MERGED

9617 Fix hashtag presentation for meetings and debates activities CLOSED

9616 Fix hashtags not recognized at the beginning of the string MERGED

9615 Fix version pages showing a HTTP 500 error when the version does not exist MERGED

9614 Fix posting comments before the initial load has run MERGED

9613 Add malformed file errors when CSV reading fails MERGED

9611 Prevent the account edit route through Devise MERGED

9608 Add documentation page for accessibility tips MERGED

9607 Fix running DB commands consecutively MERGED

9605 Fix multitenant organizations stats cache MERGED

9601 Improve budgets process home and callout message DRAFT

9596 Fix user related absolute URLs MERGED

9584 Strip tags keeping entity characters MERGED

9574 Rename "cookie consent" to "data consent" in the 0.27 CHANGELOG MERGED
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9570 Fix data consent expiry MERGED

9556 Fix API GraphiQL system spec for 0.26 with newer ChromeDriver MERGED

9555 Add step-by-step instructions of the Crowdin releases process MERGED

9553 Backport 'Remove the description field from the elections component seeds' to v0.26 MERGED

9550 Fix absolute urls on 'managed user error' event MERGED

9549 Add help text for proposals' 'publish answers immediately' setting MERGED

9548 Add `modifyList` option to the autocomplete element MERGED

9547 Fix translated attributes field type change MERGED

9545 Replace social-share-button gem with social share services API MERGED

9539 Backport 'Fix email subject when participatory space title is present' to v0.26 CLOSED

9516 Fix nested attributes model mapping MERGED

9511 Add the rexml gem as a requirement for Ruby 3.0.0+ compatibility MERGED

9507 Improve the default gitignore files created by the generators MERGED

9506 Move rubocop-faker to the decidim-dev module MERGED

9505 Fix order when filtering Meetings MERGED

9501 Add boilerplate structure to CHANGELOG MERGED

9497 Refactor CHANGELOG for v0.27 MERGED

9495 Backport 'Fix background-image URLs with weird characters' to v0.27 MERGED

9493 New Crowdin updates MERGED

9492 Improve release process MERGED

9490 Add a "show password" button in forms CLOSED

9488 Show only actually missing i18n keys with the i18n tasks MERGED

9484 Backport 'Fix cache when changing background image on homepage's Hero's cell' to v0.26 CLOSED
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9479 Add short format to result date MERGED

9473 Add instructions on how to fetch the correct commit hash for changelog MERGED

9472 Fix long word breaking on comments and cards MERGED

9470 Fix the HERE geocoding specs MERGED

9467 Fix rubocop offenses MERGED

9463 Implement authorization data recovery for deleted users MERGED

9460 Admin log filters MERGED

9450 Update browserlist MERGED

9449 Update ruby to 3.1.1 MERGED

9448 Remove the description field from the elections component seeds MERGED

9446 Add Markdown linter CI workflow MERGED

9444 Improve testing docs MERGED

9443 New Crowdin updates MERGED

9442 Advertise users if BB connection is lost in trustees/admin zones MERGED

9435 Backport 'Fix invalid translation in spec' to v0.26 MERGED

9434 Fix invalid translation in spec MERGED

9429 Add official blog posts MERGED

9426 Prepare v0.26.2 release MERGED

9422 Remove the threads limit from the Capybara Puma server MERGED

9419 Triadic color calculator for organization colors OPEN

9416 Backport 'Fix proposals creation with Participatory Texts ' to v0.26 MERGED

9415 Backport 'Return 404 when there isn't a voting in elections_log' to v0.26 MERGED

9414 Backport 'Return 404 when there isn't a question' to v0.26 MERGED
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9413 Backport 'Return 404 when there isn't a consultation' to v0.26 MERGED

9412 Backport 'Add missing translation keys proposals import and proposals picker' to v0.26 MERGED

9411 Backport 'Fix ActionLog when a ballot style is deleted' to v0.26 MERGED

9410 Backport 'Enforce YYYYmmdd format in birthdate when uploading census' to v0.26 MERGED

9409 Backport 'Only show that the code can be requested via SMS if its true' to v0.26 MERGED

9408 Backport 'Fix regular expression on census check' to v0.26 MERGED

9407 Backport 'Fix for internal links not displaying on page title' to v0.26 MERGED

9406 Backport 'Fix user interests' to v0.26 MERGED

9405 Backport 'Fix HTML safe content in election voting' to v0.26 MERGED

9404 Backport 'Add error message when adding question and election has started' to v0.26 MERGED

9403 Improve asset routing logic MERGED

9402 External link improvements MERGED

9401 Remove description from questions in elections MERGED

9400 Add hyperlink to title in admin dashboard meetings listing CLOSED

9392 Fix email subject when resource title has special characters MERGED

9386 Add admin log when creating, updating and deleting blog posts MERGED

9383 Short URLs to fix long export calendar URLs MERGED

Annex VI: Screenshots of the Reducció d'SPAM Development

Selection of screenshots showcasing the functionalities developed to mitigate and reduce SPAM

on the platform.
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Screenshot of the participant reporting modal window view

Before
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After
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Screenshot of the administration panel improvements view.
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Annex VII: Replacement of WYSIWYG editor Quill with TipTap editor.
Screenshots of the new TipTap editor in Decidim.

Participant's editor view demonstrating the available controls.

Administration editor view with additional controls.
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Diàleg d’enllaç

Diàleg d’imatge
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